customer Story

The Challenge

To maintain its
industry-leading
position on the
Chinese airbag
market, HMT sought
to substantially
increase its
production capacity.

HMT supports fast-paced growth
with advanced FocusQuantum for OPW
and flat fabric
Implementation of the technologically advanced FocusQuantum laser airbag
cutting solution has enabled HMT to consolidate its number-one ranking
position on the thriving airbag market in China.

Lectra’s Response

Lectra provided
HMT with a
comprehensive
package comprising
laser airbag cutting
solution, production
preparation
software suite
and Professional
Services for
maximum return on
investment.
Results

Using the same
manpower and
surface area, HMT
has succeeded
in increasing the
capacity of existing
cutting lines by 2-3
times, significantly
lowering the cost
per airbag.
LECTRA SOLUTIONS

AN AMBITIOUS GROWTH STRATEGY
China-based automotive airbag supplier HMT New Technical Materials was
among the first companies to acquire FocusQuantum OPW for one-piece woven
(OPW) fabric. Founded in 2002, the company underwent tremendous growth
in a short period, and now ranks number-one in market share in the Chinese
airbag market.
HMT devised an ambitious new growth strategy at roughly the same time Lectra
launched the revolutionary new laser airbag-cutting platform FocusQuantum,
comprising production preparation software, advanced cutting technology and
value-added consulting services designed to enable manufacturers to achieve
optimal quality and increased capacity.
Implementation of the technologically advanced solution has helped HMT to gain
a competitive edge on the thriving airbag market by considerably augmenting
production capacity and driving down the overall cost per bag. The company
has since followed up with three more units—a second FocusQuantum OPW
and two FocusQuantum FT 6K.

RAPID RAMP-UP OF PRODUCTION CAPACITY
Lectra has supported HMT’s business growth since the publicly traded company
first began manufacturing airbags. Equipped with Focus Airbag OPW and three
Focus Airbag XHP, HMT sought to substantially increase its airbag manufacturing
capacity. “We are determined to build the largest airbag production base in
China,” remarks Charles Zhang, General Manager, HMT. “That’s why we want
the best equipment.”

Charles Zhang
General Manager,
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Based on the customer’s objective of quickly ramping up capacity to lower costs,
Lectra benchmarked two OPW programs. HMT provided two different types
of airbag fabric to perform benchmark tests. Favorable results meeting the
customer’s lower cost target convinced HMT to implement a first FocusQuantum
OPW before later acquiring a second unit along with two FocusQuantum FT 6K.

CONSOLIDATION OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Perfect control of quality and automated cutting processes enabled by
FocusQuantum OPW were decisive factors leading to HMT’s final choice. The
field-tested expertise and proven methodology of Lectra’s project-oriented
approach ensured smooth implementation for each FocusQuantum. A service
contract signed with Lectra enables HMT to benefit from ongoing preventive and
predictive maintenance and customer care.
“With OPW, performance improvement is 2.6 times greater compared to the
previous generation,” observes Berlin Liang, Plant Manager, HMT. “That
considerably reduces our costs of cutting. FocusQuantum’s SmartCutting can
perform multiple base point positioning to achieve greater cutting accuracy.
FocusQuantum also uses more advanced marker making software, which can
save on material. According to our data, there’s been an improvement of around
0.5% in the utilization rate for multi-ply fabric.”
By driving down costs and consolidating its competitive advantage, HMT
rapidly expanded its OPW airbag cushion activity in China. Implementation
of FocusQuantum OPW and FocusQuantum FT 6K has been instrumental to
HMT’s business growth.

HMT New Technical Materials
Based in Xiamen, China, HMT New Technical Materials (Stock Code: 603306) is active in the research and development, manufacture and
distribution of automotive airbag fabric and products. Its portfolio of clients includes Volkswagen, General Motors, Audi, Volvo, Ford, Mazda,
Chery, Geely and BYD Auto. Founded in 2002, the company employs a workforce of 1,600. HMT registered annual output value of $135 million
in 2016. For more information, please visit www.hmtnew.com.

About Lectra
Lectra is the world leader in integrated technology solutions (software, automated cutting equipment, and associated services) specifically designed
for industries using fabrics, leather, technical textiles, and composite materials to manufacture their products. It serves major world markets:
fashion and apparel, automotive, and furniture as well as a broad array of other industries. Lectra’s solutions, specific to each market, enable
customers to automate and optimize product design, development, and manufacturing. With more than 1,600
employees, Lectra has developed privileged relationships with prestigious customers in more than 100
countries, contributing to their operational excellence. The company is listed on Euronext.

lectra.com

® FocusQuantum is a registered trademark of Lectra.

“We needed a
technology partner
with the industry
leadership to support
us into the long term
as we expand our
operations. With
FocusQuantum, Lectra
is revolutionizing
the way airbags are
produced. They are
the only company with
the technology and
local support in China
to help us ensure
quality as we increase
production. They also
provide the airbag
cutting expertise to
support our growth
strategy.”

